Route #8: Palatka to Keystone Heights
68.1 miles (WHITE AND GREEN)

0.0 START at the Clock Tower, proceed south on Memorial Pkwy to end
0.2 RIGHT onto Laurel St. (brick)
LEFT at end on South 3rd St., changes to River St.
1.3 LEFT at end on South 15th St.
RIGHT onto Twigg St.
1.5 SLIGHT RIGHT at light to remain on Twigg St.
1.8 LEFT at end on Husson Ave.
2.0 SHARP RIGHT at light onto Campbell St.
2.6 LEFT at end Palm Ave. (caution- fast traffic, no shoulder)
2.8 RIGHT onto Roddy Rd., changes to Geck Rd.
3.7 SLIGHT RIGHT onto Old Peniel Rd.
4.9 RIGHT onto Silver Lake Dr.
5.4 RIGHT onto Horsemen’s Club Rd.
6.0 CROSS Hwy 19 (caution- fast traffic)
7.0 LEFT at end on Crill Ave. (SR 20)(caution- fast traffic, bike lane)
7.8 RIGHT on 309C
8.4 SLIGHT RIGHT at end across St. Johns Ave. into Francis Youth Sports Complex
8.5 Use Sidewalk past pavillion and between ball fields to back of park
8.7 Enter Francis Trail
9.0 CROSS 309C to remain on trail, trail turns right, merge onto road at end
10.8 LEFT on SR 100 (caution- fast traffic, use shoulder)
15.4 RIGHT on Roberts Lane
REST STOP at Palatka Lake Butler Trailhead
CONTINUE Northwest on Palatka Lake Butler Trail
29.9 REST STOP at Twin Lakes Park (Restrooms)
CONTINUE Northwest on Trail
32.5 CONTINUE on Trail, concrete through Keystone Heights
33.8 OPTIONAL TURN AROUND for Metric Century at FL 21,
OTHERWISE CROSS 21 and CONTINUE on Trail to end
35.8 TURN AROUND at end of Palatka Lake Butler Trail at SR 100
41.6 REST STOP at Twin Lakes Park
CONTINUE Southeast on Trail
56.2 REST STOP at Roberts Lane (Palatka Lake Butler Trailhead)
LEFT on SR 100
60.8 RIGHT onto CR 309C
FIRST RIGHT onto Francis Trail
62.4 LEFT at CR 309C crossing onto Wes Larson Blvd. (leave trail and enter office park)
63.3 LEFT at end on St. Johns Ave.
64.6 CROSS Moody Rd. at light
65.0 CROSS SR 19 at light
65.6 CROSS Palm Ave. at light
65.7 RIGHT on Poinsettia Ave.
66.0 LEFT on Kennedy St.
66.1 CURVE RIGHT changes to Westover Dr.
66.4 SLIGHT RIGHT at Stop Sign to continue on Carr St. (brick surface)
CONTINUE STRAIGHT at next 2 Stop Signs
66.9 CURVE LEFT then RIGHT at bottom of hill to remain on Carr St. (caution- cross traffic, short braking distance)
CONTINUE STRAIGHT at next 3 Stop Signs
67.5 LEFT at end on Crill Ave.
67.6 SLIGHT RIGHT at Stop Sign on Laurel St.
67.9 LEFT at end on S. 3rd St.
FIRST RIGHT onto Laurel St.
68.0 SLIGHT LEFT at end through “Do Not Enter” Sign onto Memorial Pkwy.
68.1 ARRIVE at Clock Tower